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Di ssemina t; i an Marking

T. {U//roUO) E.ffective immediately, the Intelligence community
may use the dissemination marking Releasable By Information
Disc.losure Of£ici.:t (RBLmO) to facilitate information
sharing through streamlined, rapid release decisions by
authorized disclosure officials. RELIDO is a dissemination
marking that may be applied to intelligence information to
indicate that the originator has authorized Designated
Intelligence Disc1osure Officials {DIPO) to make further
sharing decisions in accordance with the existing proce:dures
for uncaveated intelligence material (intelligance with no
restrictive dissemi.nation controls). RELIDO may be used
independently or in conjunction with the "REL TON
dissemination marking. When the RELIDO m,arking is applied
by the originator, the releasing DIDO must follow existing
sharing guidelines and maintain accurate records of all
sharing decisions consistent with DCI directives. RBLIDO
will be incorporated into th,e Authorized C.lassification and
Control Mcarkings Register maintained by the Controlled
Access Program Coordination ;Office (CAPCO) in accordance
with DCID 6/6 IX H. The Deputy Director of National
In;telligence for Management ;will administratively update the
affected DCI directives to rleflect the new ma,rking. When a
DIDO further shares intelliglence information, the DIDO is
authorizecd to redact any "RE:L ro" designators necessary to
protect the fact of.l or the Jrlature of a specific U. s.
intelligence relationship.

:I:I. (O//FOUC) The obj ecti ve of .~dding RELIDO to material marked
with "REL ro" is to allow su1=h material. to be released under
the same rules for uncaveated intelligence as stated in DCID
6/7, Attachment A" B.2. CUr:l"ently, ~REL TO" is a limited
exception to NOFORN and requ:ires the originator's permission
for further release. Existil:1g policy provides the DIDO with
the a.bility to release uncaveated intelligence material.
without obtaining originator permission. The RELIDO marking
gives the originator the fle:!tibility to pass the decision
authority to the DIDO for ma1:erial where the originator has
employed the "REL TO" 1narking. Additionally, RELIOO can be
used independently to explic:Ltly state that a DIOO may mak;e
a release decision. The originator may choose to use "REL
TO" without RELIDO, making t3:le material NOFORN to those
countries not in the "REL TO" list.
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III.

{U; Definition~ Information Disclosure Officer (IDO):
Refers to the Designated Intelligence Disclosure Official
(DIDO).. The term! IDO. was chosen to provide flexibility in
future policy and refers only to the DIDO with respect to
intelligence material.

IV.

(UjjFOUO) ~PLE OF USE WITH "REL TOil ~

1 For Example a document marked~
SECRETIIREL TO USA,. AUS, GBRjj20300217 may not be released
by. a. DIDO and is considered NOFORN' to any country not
l '+-AJ.s.;;.el.L,

;2 } Marking the sa1ne document:
SECRETIIREL TO USA, AUS, GBR/RELIDOl120300217 shows that a
release decision has been made for the listed countries and
that a DIDO can make further release to other countries
following the same processes used for uncaveated materia.l.
Remarking or r'edaction of addressees may be required before
the material ie released. This will be a.ccomplished in
accordance with existing guidance.

(UIIFOUO) EXAMPLE OF INDEPENDENT USE ~v.

I) Currently a document marked: SECRETf1203002.17 may be
released by a DIDO under DCID policy for material with no
restrictive caveats (uncaveated intelligence). This is aD
implicit condition based on policy and the absence of amarking.

2} Marking the same document: SECRETIlRELIDOl120300211 has
exactly the same effect( but it explicitly states that the
material may be released by a DIDO. The independent use of
RELIOO .is no,t required, but is allowed in anticipation of
future pro'Cesses that may re~ire explicit: delegation of
release authority.
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